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COntents of this despatch:

This second despatch of T & D
Abstracts 'contains, in addition to
32 items under the section " News in
Brief ", 20 substantive abstracts.

Not., in particular, the following:

Educational reform
Germany (Fed. Rep.) 2/8 60746
Spain 2/L 264

Prevocational education
and training

Contenu de cet envoi:

Ce second envoi de Resumes F & P
contient 20 Résumés, en plus des
32 sujets traits s dans la rubrique
«En bref

Voir specialement:

Reforms de l'oducation
Allemagne (Rep. fed.) 2/8 60746
Espagne 2/L 264

Enseignement
et formation preprofessionnels

Gerniany (Fed. Rep.) 2/B 58027 Allemagne (Rep. fed.) 2/B 58027
Germany (Fed. Rep.) 13/B 58733 Allemagne (Rep. fed.) 13/B 58733

United States 7/B 61811 Etats-Unis 7/B 61811

Education and economic growth

United States 11/B 61194

Education
et croissance economique
Etats-Unis 11/B 61194
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.Oxford, 12-18,4pri1 ,3

theliternational Federation of WorkereEdueational AssociationelIPWEAy:
_ internationalBeminar on- "Adult Education and the disadt
l`rantage0,:atiRuskinCaliege,,Oiford,,-,United ,Kingdoin, froni.1.2718 April
1976; The. seminar. will beseenaei structUred,dincuaSi*based,an
.materials axici an agenda eirdulated-in advance andintroduced,by brief *Yik:
,note,,t:Pretientations,bY member's: of.the.Seminar and visiting sPenkerS. The ::

programme will also include the presentation' of case studies from different
countries._ The,seminar will be, condticted:inEnglish.

Colin Rochester, National Development Officer, WEA, Temple House,
9 Upper Berkeley Street, London, Will 8BY, United Kingdom.

8
TECLINICIANTRAINING - Kuala Lumpur, , 21-25 April 33;

The Colombo,Plan Bureau will hold the Sixth Colloquium on Intra=Regional
Technician Training in Kuala Lumpur, from 21 to 25 April 1975. These
ColloqUialievabeen designed primarily to focus attention on the importance,
of,intra7regional training and to provide a forum foran exchange of-views
on problems relating to technician training throughout the region. Discne-

s siona at the Sixth Colloquium will centre around the following topics: the
influence of technician education on economic development, both long and

1
short-term; research and innovation; improving the status of technicians.

The Colombo Plan Bureau, 12 Melbourne Avenue, P.O. Box No. 596,
Colombo 4, Sri Lanka.

ASTD 1975 - Las Vegas, 11-15 May 34

The American Society for Training and Development (ASTD) is holding its
annual National Conference at Las Vegas, Nevada, this year from 11-15 May.:
Apart from a comprehensive programme of optional lectures covering all
aspects of training and personnel questions there will be an exhibition of



priiiiit;-. 4404178688E6ns devoted to the training of trainers and
six'special_.interest sessions.

eriCaligecietY.10 traialre and Development, P.O. Box 5307, Madison,
AAA.

tt.iiC/IERR''CONFERENCE - Warsaw, 27-31 May 35

vivoilefeaChers' Conference to be held from 27-31 May 1975, in Warsaw,
oIarid; -4a,wo itotheme'"Education- Profession - Employment". The

ereriee will eXamine reports on the role of education in the context of
scientific and teChniCal'Progiegs; trends in capitalist and socialist countries;

eConfributiOn of education to theeConomic and social development of the
'WOrld. Three working groups Will-be set up to examine the impli-

oris of,the Conference theme for the various levels of education. Official
ere:nce linguigeti will be : French, English, Spanish, Russian, Arabic

Pe.:1811. French will be the language of reference.

arid Teachers' Conference, Executive Secretariat, c/o World Federation
,of Teachers' Unions (FISE), Opletalova 57, 11570 Prague 1, Czechoslovakia.

` ISEED - Cincinnati, 15-19 June 36

The International Symposium on Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Develop-
Ment will be held in Cincinnati, Ohio, USA, from 15-19 June 1975. Discus-
sions will be focused on identifying and evaluating efforts to foster the
entrepreneurial process. Participants will be drawn from financial, govern-

.-ment educational and business circles. The aim of the Symposium is to
bring together organisations and persons promoting entrepreneurial develop-
Ment on a global scale. The ILO is associated with the meeting as a

,.co-operating agency.

-Mr. William J. McCrea, General Chairman, Project ISEED, IBM Building,
Suite 1190, Town and Fourth Street, Columbus, Ohio, 43215, USA.

WCOTP - West Berlin, 27 July - 7 August 37

!'Teachers and the political process" is the main theme of the 1975 Assembly
of the World Confederation of Organisations of the Teaching Profession which
48 to be held in West Berlin. Associated with the Assembly are various
other meetings scheduled for July/August on subjects which include "The
role of women in today's society" and "Collaboration between adult educators

J.



in industrialized nations and in developing nations".

WCOTP, 5 chemin du Moulin, 1110 Morges, Switzerland.

COMMERCIAL TRAINING SEMINAR - Mombasa, 10-23 August 38

In co-operation with the Swedish International Development Authority, the
ILO is organising a Seminar on Commercial Training to take place in
Mombasa, Kenya, from 10 to 23 August 1975. The Seminar is intended for
participants from English-speaking African countries. Commercial training
programmes and schemes in these countries will be evaluated and guidelines
for future development will be proposed. Emphasis will be on training
standards and methods.

International Labour Office, Training Department, CH-1211 Geneve 22,
Switzerland.

CIOS - Caracas, 2-6 November 39

The theme of the 17th World Management Congress organised by the World
Council of Management (CIOS) to be held at Caracas, Venezuela from 2 to 6
November 1975 is "Management's confrontation with reality". Recognised
authorities from many countries will make key presentations and serve as
discussion leaders on various topics relating to the Congress theme. The
Congress provides a forum to discuss both the practical aspects and under-
lying principles of management. Official working languages are English
and French.

17th CIOS Congress Secretariat, P.O. Box 3478, Caracas, Venezuela.

ILO TRAINING QUESTIONS IN INDUSTRIAL COMMITTEES 40

Vocational training activities will be included on the agenda of two ILO
technical meetings held in 1975. The meetings cover the iron and steel
industry (16-26 September 1975) and mines other than coal mines (6-16 May
1975). Special attention will be given to the relationship between training
programmes and national manpower policies. Major producing countries
will be represented at these meetings by tripartite delegations of government,
employers' and workers' representations.

International Labour Office, Industrial Activities Branch, CH4211 Geneve 22,
Switzerland.



EHNATIONAIIWOMEN'S YEAR Mexico, 19 June -2 July 41

nofortry., women who are rethinking the nature of their work roles and
their Identities There is growing awareness throughout the world of the
vital role women could play in Issues otuniversitconcepl. The

Women's Year Conference organised by the United 'Nations in
,Meitid&frniii:19:Jite to 2 July-1975.is one step in world-wide action to
-promote equality between men and woinen In examining obstacles to be
overcome In the achievement of equal-rights, opportunities and responsi-
bilities, . consideration will be.given during the Conference to the need for
special tneaSUrea and special programmes - including education and training

women. An "international plan of action" will be adopted by the
bonterenee.

Secretary-General, International Women's Year Conference 1975, United
:Nations, 'New York, N.Y. 10017, USA.

New policies

"ihiFfiOite THE LOT OF MIGRANT WORKEPS IN EUROPE 42

Delegates from 15 member States of the Council of Europe, together with
representatives from Spain, Finland, Greece and the Holy See, met at
Strasbourg from 5 to 8 November, 1974, to study three reports on
migrant workers suggesting measures to improve their social and occupa-
tional integration in the Lost country. One of the three resolutions adopted
invites the Governments of member States to take the following action:
provide migrants with opportunities for entering the normal training and
education system or, where this is not feasible, to organise on their behalf
a specific programme combining general education and prevocattonal train-
ing; obtain the support of employers in providing migrants with the neces-
sary training in safety and health and in organising training for would-be
immigrants; encourag( co-operation between the countries concerned in
harmonising vocational training programmes.

Council of Europe, Standing Conference of European Ministers of Education:
Conclusions and recommendations of the ad hoc Conference on the education
of migrants, Strasbourg, 14 November 1974: Doc. CME/HF (74) 12 prov.



TRAINING POLICY REVIEW IN FRANCE

page 5

43

In 1974, three thousand million francs were spent an vocational training for
2 million people. The Secretary of State responsible for Vocational Train-
ing has now outlined six priority areas agreed by ministers in the light of
experience to date:

increased concentration of training activities towards the requirements
of the employment market;

wider application of provisions under the Law of 1971, concerning
the organisation of continuing vocational training, so as to cover
manual and self-employed workers who have insufficiently benefited
from it until now;

greater qualitative and quantitative control of training action to
ensure a fair distribution of training credits;

renegotiation between workers' and employers' organisations of the
agreement on the role of the Works' Council in decision-making
concerning training action, opportunities for individual training leave,
leave of absence for training, credit holm , etc.

development of a TV and radio information campaign on opportunities
available under the Law;

a study of the possibility of exporting training "know-how".

The State will give increasing responsibility to industry in meeting its own
training requirements out of the con pulsory 1% training tax and will, it-
self, concentrate on the training or retraining of the non-salaried workforce
(women, young people, immigrants and the unemployed) in order to promote
their insertion or their re-insertion into working life.

Interview from Usine Nouvelle, Paris, 20 Feb. 1975.

TRAINING FOR UNEMPLOYED YOUTH - FRANCE 44

A circular sent out by the Prime Minister to regional and district authorities
specifies the steps to be taken in setting up, as from the 15 February, a
training scheme announced by the Cavernment at the end of 1974. The
scheme covers unemployed youth between 16 and 20 years of age who have
left school without qualifications and without having received any vocational
training.

100 million francs have been made available from the Vocational Training
Fund. This should provide, in the first instance, for 12,500 training places
in establishments under the responsibility of the Ministery of Education, the
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iatry of Agriculture and the State Department for University Education.

-;70Mpleting their training under this scheme, which will not be extended
endof.1975, the young people should be able to enter employ-

kM:ent-; enter an apprenticeship or follow furthei. training.

`14Onde, Paris, 7 Feb. 1975, p. 32.

YEAR'S CONTROVERSY AROUND VOCATIONAL TRAINING REFORM
:THE FRG 45

Iniproved quality of vocational training, the need to make it more attractive
`lad bring it more into line with other educational streams - while these
'objectives are common to the many reform proposals put forward during
;1973, large differences exist as to the means for realising them. This

..book reproduces, in full or in part, texts of the various proposals put
.forward by the government, the political parties, the workers' and em-
ployers' organisations, the Educational Planning Commission of the Federal
Government and the States and by scientific circles.

'WINTERHAGER, W.D. , Reform der Berufsbildung, Aktuelle Dokumente,
Walter de Gruyter, Berlin, Ncw York, 1974, 208 p.

POVERTY-ORIENTED EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES 46

In the field of educational development the aim of the World Bank is to help
developing countries reform their educational systems so as to contribute
more fully to economic development. A new policy statement by the
World Bank analyses progress and problems so far. Among some of the
questions raised are How can educational systems be reshaped to help
the poorest segments of society? How can educational opportunities be
made more equal in countries where educational systems have hitherto
favoured the urban dwellers and the relatively rich? Trends, issues and
resultant policies are succinctly described. The heavy concentration of
funds on secondary education in the past is giving way to greater support
for primary and basic education. Lending for general education will de-
cline, and support for technical education and teacher training will remain
at the same levels. Support for adult education, health personnel and
experimental programmes is expected to rise.

Education: sector working paper, Washington, D.C., World Bank, 1974.
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Management development

LOOK AFTER YOUR ENTERPRISE 47

The Swedish Employers have for some years provided a self-study package
for managers of small and medium-sized undertakings. The course has
been a great success and more than 16,000 packages have been distributed
of the first, analytical part. Part two - an action programme - has now
been pilot-tested in both large and small undertakings and a new mini-version
has been prepared for the latter. The two versions have also been success-
fully used in training executives in middle management positions in decen-
tralised larger organisations.

Arbetsgivaren, Stockholm, No. 5, 13 Feb.1975

TOWARDS A NEW EDUCATIONAL THEORY FOR INDUSTRY 48

While bureaucratic organisational structures in industry are increasingly
being replaced by organisational systems iii which a large part of the
decision-making function is transferred to lower levels in tha hierarchical
structure, hardly any change is apparent in industrial education and training
practices. This book, which treats the subject at the epistomological
level, examines the contribution of decision-making theories in developing
an educational theory for use within industry which is more in line with
reality and directed towards the emancipation of the individual.

MULLER, K. R. , Entscheidungsorientierte Betriebspadagogik. Milnchen/
Easel, Ernst Rheinhardt Verlag, 1973.

Current research

EUROPEAN RESEARCH POLICIES 49

Whereas ten years ago only a few European countries such as Sweden and
the United Kingdom attached any importance to educational research, today
all major European countries have set up central bodies to sponsor and co-
ordinate research and disseminate information. For those interested in
having a comprehensive view of European educational research, he Council
of Europe has summarized, in one publication, the policies of sixteen
European countries. The summaries are based on information supplied by
the national ministries of education and fru for each country, the



inatitatieital fraMework, the direction of the research being carried out and
ie ,,Of-sach-research on the decision-making process.

Octal ** Search policy in European countries (1973 Survey), Strasbourg,
,Co 0011 of Europe, Documentation Centre for Education in Europe, 1974,
4.69-tv

CATALOGUE OF RESEARCH ON EMPLOYMENT POLICY IN AUSTRIA 50

*-:cenapi:ehesu!ive catalogue has been published containing details on about
--":400"reeearch projects, completed between 1919 and 3974, and dealing with

var *aipects (psychological, pedagogical, sociological, etc.) of employ-
0114... A further contribution to this series, entitled "Dolctmientation

,A142eitsniarktPolitik", is a list of research activities relating to employment
iMilaitioelated questions, which is updated annually (research cancelled,
fie* research, additional information, etc.). This information is supplied
bYithe-Austrian Institute for Employment Policy.

:;DYiE, I. , Dokumentation "Arbeitsmarktpolitik": Dolcumentation abgesch-
4Oisenor. arbeltsmarktpoUtischer Untersuchungen 1969-1974, Linz,
.,Osterreichisches Institut ffir Arbeitsmarktpolitik, 1974, 316 p.

Women

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY 51

In a speech given to mark International Women's day (8 March) the Director-
General of the International Labour Office, Mr. Francis Blanchard, recalled
that the "ILO has been working for over half a century for the promotion of
women workers and is actively engaged in nohieving equality of opportunity
and treatment for them in the interests of national development, social
justice and peace". Women workers constitute more than one third
of the world's workforce. International Women's Year should give govern-
ments, employers' and workers' organisations the opportunity to increase
their efforts "41 support of women workers whose contribution to development
can be enhanced by ensuring them the equality of opportunity and treatment
Which is their right.

International Labour Office, Public Information Bureau, CH-1211 Geneve 22,
.Switzerland.

11
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WIDER OCCUPATIONAL HORIZONS FOR WOMEN IN THE FGR 52

What are the employment and salary prospects for jobs in the year 2000?
What will be the main job functions? What type and level of training will
be necessary? These are the main questions that this book tries to answer
for several occupations ranging from traditional female occupations to these
hitherto reserved for men such as air traffic controllers or business
consultants. The practical information contained in this book should help
young people in choosing "careers of the future '.

GRATZ, F. , Berufe, Berufsaussichten and Geha1tsspiegel fur Frauen,
Wilhelm Boyne Verlag, Winchen, 1974, 239 p.

HOW EQUAL? 53

The American Vocational Journal has launched a series which focuses on
the status of women. in the professions. The terms of reference under-
iying the series are concerned with women and top jobs - how to get more
of the former into the latter. The first three articles consider the case
for careers for women from several points of view: personal interest,
civil rights or the need of the economy to use its biggest erve of untapped
ability. All agree tt At vocational-technical education at all levels -
secondary , post-secondary and university - can contribute significantly
to eliminating the artificial barriers that deny employment to women (and
men) in occupations for which they have basic aptitudes and abilities.

American Vocational Journal, Washington, D. C. , Vol. 49, No. 8,
Nov. 1974, p. 34-39.

Information and documentation

DIRECTORY OF ADULT EDUCATION ORGANISATIONS IN EUROPE 54

The European Bureau of Adult Education has recently published the second
edition of its directory of agencies and organisations concerned with the
education of adults in Western European countries.

EBAE, Nieuweweg 4, PO Box 367, Amersfoort, The Netherlands.

SOCIALIST COUNTRIES: MEETINGS OF TRAINING EDITORS 55

In 1975 a seminar will be held for the editcrs and sub-editors of the leading
vocational training periodicals published in the COMECON countries. This

12



,be,tollowed in 1976 by the first of a series of annual conferences for
jiditOrial staff. This initiative follows the adoption of a resolution during

w the fiiet conference of this kind held in Warsaw from '20 to 22 May 1974.
e :dings to ensure a regular exchange of information, through the tech-

_CO following aspects of vocational training: Party resolu-
ti*, occupational classifications, educational plans and

Szko) zawodova, Warszawa, No, 11, Nov. 1974, p. 16-19.

DECENTRALISED FINANCING OF CONTINUING TRAINING - FRANCE 56

'Decree No. 74-835 of 23 September 1974 and a more recent circular issued
by the Ministry of Labour regulating continuing vocational training agree-
piehts eligible for state aid, aim to promote the expansion of such training

`thioigh simplifying and decentralising procedures. There are three types
Of agreement according to the kind of aid given: technical assistance,
financial or equipment subsidies. Common provisions governing all agree-
ments specify the conditions to be fulfilled by training centres and include
the obligation to set up a centre committee including employers' and workers'
representatives.

Les conventions de formation professionnelle continue comportant une aide
de l'Etat, Informations SIDA, Lille, Vol. 24, Special issue 249, Jan. 1975.

INFORMATION FOR UK MANAGERS 57

The 1975 edition of the Personnel and Training Management Yearbook and
Directory has just been published. The first part of the Yearbook includes
articles, written by experts in their fields, reflecting the radical changes
in thinking that are happening in the personnel and training field today.
Topics include payment systems, pensions and superannuation, the impact
of the European Economic Community, manpower planning, changes in
legislation and information on the type of reference material every manager
needs to have nt his finger tips.

London, Kogan Page Limited, 1975.

INFORMATION OVERSEAS 58

The Council for Technical Education and Training for Overseas Countries
(TETOC) is concerned with promoting the critical skills needed for economic



development in the developing countries. As part of its information func-
tion TETOC is currently engaged in compiling a comprehensive inventory
of the detailed training recommendations, manuals and schemes issuedby
the various UK industry training boards. The first TETOC publication in
this series covers'the following six industries:

Air Transport and Travel
Construction
Electricity Supply
Engineering
Road Transport
Shipbuilding

TETOC, Grosvenor Gardens House, 35-31 Grosvenor Gardens,
London, SW1W OBS, United Kingdom.

Abstracts services

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INVENTORY - CANADA 59

The Educational Resources Inventory (ERI) is a publication put out by the
Staff Development Branch of the Public Service of Canada. Originally
conceived as a clearing-house for information on training courses, facilitiei.
and pedagogical material, its scope will now be enlarged. Future plans
for ERI include providing information on: instructional media, training
techniques and theories, training facilities, evaluation methods, regional
and government resources.

Mrs. Ann Shea, Staff Development Branch, Public Service Commission,
14th Floor, Tower "A", Place de Ville, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 0M7, Canada:-

POVERTY AND HUMAN RESOURCES ABSTRACTS 60

This quarterly service provides information on human, social and manpower
problems ranging from slum rehabilitation and vocational training to com-
pensatory education, minority group problems and rural poverty. Cover-
age is worldwide although major emphasis is given to developments in the
United States. Indexes are both cumulative and specific, and cover
subjects and authors.

Sage Publications Inc. , 275 South Beverley Drive, Beverley Hills,
California 90212, United States.

Sage Publications Ltd. , St. George's House, 44 Hatton Garden, London,
EC1N 8ER, United Kingdom (for the UK, Europe, Africa and the Middle East).,:

14_



UCTIONAL AND RESEARCH MATERIALS 61

0144iOnthlkissuesper annum the Center for Vocational Educa-
es a:,eOiniirehensife abstract service instructional and research

in the Unite&States relevant to the field of vocational- technical
:Each abstract contains bibliographical references of the docu-

n tion Idna-asubject and contents analysis: the information is
44iiiieeiler,three headings: instructional materials, research materials
wild projects The first two sections (instructional materials
.4nArinea*.h` materials) each have three sub-sections: abstracts, subject
ladinkand author index. The last section lists and describes ongoing acti-

tfesIaretiearch and curriculum development funded under the Vocational
OnnafibirAinendments of 1968 (Public Law 90-576).

The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio State University,
-989ICesay ROad, Columbus, Ohio 43210, USA.

For the bookshelf

',TRAINING ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT - FRANCE 62

This book is intended for trailing directors in industry. It can also be used
further training manual for students specialising in the field of training.

ich of the four parts is self-contained. The 1st part describes a series
indicators which serve as a basis for determining the state of training

74#111i an undertaking. In the 2nd part, the author considers the policy
prescribed by legislation and the financial alternatives available to

air undertaking for carrying out its training plan. The 3rd part deals with
.,,,-jiiiniiinstrative functions associated with the establishment and supervision

of s training plan as well as with the provision of information on training to
iniPloyees. The 4th part refers to the management and financial constraints

remodel training programmes and includes a series of charts for plotting
.progress through to the final achievement of objectives.

ORBERAND, A. , Comment organiser et gerer la formation dans lientre-
inike, Librairie Armand Colin Formation, 103 boulevard St. Michel, 75005,
Paris, 1974, 127 p.

63

,Designed primarily to serve as a media guide for teaching staff this book is
intended for use as a reference for ideas, methods and lesson design. The



main factors that may influence the choice of media are: task factors,
learner factors, and economics/availability factors. Specific types of
media (sound, film, television, simulators, games, etc.) are examined
from the point of view of all the factors concerned. A feature of the book
is the comprehensive bibliographical and further reading lists at the end

of each chapter.

ROMISZOWSKI, A. J. , The selection and use of instructional media, London,

Kogan Page Limited, 1974, 350 p. ;

1G



analysis

France
44

in ,i4se-tyloo: thi,,

No 2/1, 266;

Arretes du 30 juillet 1974 relatifs a la formation et ft l'emploi des tra
vallieuses familiales
Journal Officiel de la Republique francaise, Paris, Vol. 106, No. 201,,
28 AuguSt 1974, p. 8996-8999.

Miniiitefial Orders concerning the training and employment of mother'a
helps.

Order issued by the Ministry of Health (MinistEre de is Sante) concert**
the training of mother's helps (travailleuses familiales): duration;
organisation of the examination; terms of the contract and organisation
of training centres.

-ants analysis

O

13
Feb. 75

Under the terms of Decree No. 74 146 of 15 February 1974 on the train-
ing and employment of mother's helps (travailleuses familiales), the
provisions for the organisation of training are as follows:

Duration and programme. Training is to last 8 months and includes

a preparatory period of 1 month;

two periods of full-time instruction (3 months and 1 1/2 months) in-
approved training centres;

a practical training period of 1 month, half in a maternity home and_ h
half in a recognised establishment for infants and young children;

a paid practical training period of 1 1/2 months in a family.

Both practical periods are to be carried out between the two full-time
periods at a training centre.

Training is followed by one year's probation working full-time as a
mother's help.

The examination includes written, practical and oral tests, on home
economics, hygiene and child care. Marks are awarded also for "sense
of organisation and adaptation". Successful candidates receive a certi-
ficate.
The training centres must be approved by the Minister of Health. Appro-+:

val, for which the centre must fulfil the following conditions, is given
for a maximum of 5 years and is renewable. As a general rule, the
staff must include at least two persons holding specified diplomas (the
director being one) who have also worked for four weeks in families and
who regularly follow further training. They and the rest of the staff are

17 (cont'd)





analysls

' 'Cotisenu analysis

13
March 75

Country

Spain

46

In , ,tie:ths
abstraci lose quote-
No. 2/L 2647

Decreto 2689/1974, de 13 de septiembre, por el que se regula la estrucliti-
ra,.funcionamiento y competencia de la ;Junta Coordinadoja de Formacion
Profesional y del Patronato de Promocion de la Formacion Profesiong
Boletfn oficial del Estado, Gaceta de Madrid, Madrid, Vol. 314, No.`233,
28 Sept. 1974. p. 19807-19809.
Decree No. 2689/1974 of 13 September, regulating the structure, organi7
Batton and functions of the Co-ordinating Board for Vocational Training
and the Council for the promotion of vocational training.

Decree to establish a consultative board and executive council to regulate
vocational training under the new basic law on education: structure,
composition of the Board; functions, organisation and financing of both
bodies and of their constituent organs.

The duties, functions and composition of the Co-ordinating Board for
Vocational Training (Junta coordinadora de formaciOn profesional) estab-,
lished under the 1971 basic law on education and the financing of educa-
tional reform [cf. ORE abstracts Nos. 1/B 35260, Vol. 9 and 1/L 138;
Vol. 101 have been defined, together with those of the newly created
Council for the Promotion of Vocational Training (Patronato de promocion,
de la formaciOn profesional) which is to assume the executive and admini71
strative functions previously assigned, in the basic law on education, to
the Co-ordinating Board.

Co-ordinating Board

The Board is an autonomous, consultative body. Its compositioh com-
prises:

three ex officio members: the Minister of Education and Science
(chairman), Director-General of Vocational Training and Further
Education (Director general de formaciOn profesional y extension
educativa), the Assistant Director-General for the promotion of
Further Vocational Training (Subdirector general de ExtensiOn de
la FormaciOn profesional).

one representative each of the various Ministry of Education depart-
ments and secretariats and of other major ministries and government
departments;

one representative each of a large number of bodies and interests,
including the trade unions and professional and employers' organi-
sations, the youth movement, private and public training centres,
the Workers' Universities (universidad laboral), the workers' occu-
pational upgrading programme (programa de promociOn profesional

19 (cont'd)
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,Olireia --PPPO), associations of teachers and of the teaching profession,,
:Of;ParentS!aud of..forMer pupil;

. ;,.

'ii.ipenibei'Oft the technical teaching inspectorate;
... .. -- ..

piefarmbers_appointed by the Minister of Education.
.`:i.,

. i

Members ,4#41.-ba appointed by the Minister of Education, in most instances,
,,,. '''.,:

' A

on the proposal Of their respective minietries, departments or associations. .

f-iiie;*oarctia to-

act in a;considtative capacity to the Ministry of Education on all matters
,..,

',,,,,,,

Within the fieliet.vocational training and education, making proposals --:

'aiirecornmendations to it and to the Ministries, departments, bodies
:".anciisectors_ concerned with vocational training;

and provide relevant information on educational questions such as -.,.

:44.1e.eitehlishment or elimination of training centres, curricula, etc.
-'aitd'iuly other matters submitted to it by the chairman or vice-chairmn.

.... .,..

'fiiihall,Meet at least once a year in plenary session and shall have a pema- ...-

. ';

lie-iiiiceiatiiittee (whose composition is specified in the Decree) and such ad
-*iffiiies al may be required.

'll'ii-e'..-Coinicil

iirCapipil is responsible for, among other things, , 1

Managing the financial and other resources available for promoting ..,

vocational education and training within the educational system;

financing the activities recommended by the Board and approved by the ,--;

;Minister;

awarding grants and subsidies and supervising their proper utilisation;

carrying out studies and research on the development of vocational
training and education, on teaching aids and methods, etc.

The structure of the Council includes, in addition to its governing body,
4ecretariat and ad hoc technical committee, the National Institute of Applied
-1,--ysychology and Vocational Guidance (Institut° Nacional de Psicologfa

y Orientacion Profesional), formerly known as the National Institute
5,-,e4,Applied Psychology and Psychotechnics. The attachment of this insti-
544eas a dependent unit of the Council is declared a temporary measure
,pending approval of the Institute's final form, legal structure, duties and
fUnctions.

,IfIncluded in the text: financial and transitional provisions].
20
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**060,
Canadian adult basic education: an overview

Literacy Discussion, Teheran, Vol. 5, No. 2, 1974, p. 187-199.

analysis

Article on trends in Canadian adult education since 1960: basic legislation;,;:
main programmes.

Adult training constitutes an increasingly important factor in economic
and educational. processes. Since the 1960's many simple manipulative.
occupations have been replaced by occupations requiring considerably
higher literacy skills. In addition, the emergence of the developing
countries has helped focus attention on the disadvantaged in general and
there has been a growing concern for the rigl'ts of individuals and minor
rity groups. In Canada, these factors were supplemented by unusually,
high unemployment prior to 1960.

The result was federally sponsored legislation to provide workers with
marketable skills and to avoid unemployment. In December 1960, the
Technical and Vocational Training Assistance (TVTA) Act was passed
providing for the establishment of vocational training programmes to fit
adults for gainful employment. The result was the Basic Training for
Skill Development (BTSD) Programme with emphasis on marketable
skills, rather than education in the wide sense. TVTA was followed by
the Adult Occupational Training (AOT) Act of 1967 [cf. CIRF abstract Not
1/L 35, Vol. 6]. Under the influence of accelerated technical change
AOT has become a major programme. It has also lost the narrow occu-
pational orientation of TVTA programmes. Other factors associated
with unemployment and poverty have been taken into account and as a
result of experimentation more effective adult basic education programmes
have been developed.

The result has been a change in the orientation of programmes away from
the teacher-centred, directive programmes to the student-centred non-
ciirectiv4 model of instruction (individually prescribed instruction - IPI).
IPI meant that students could work individually and at their own pace.
Thig meant, in turn, a continuous intake and exit of students throughout
the duration of the course. Other innovations have included "life skills"

21
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ttaiaing [cf. CIRF abstract No. 2/B 48652, Vol. 121 which was a first
'erapt-to provide a structured framework to help the disadvantaged acquire

s;hrhtunan relations. A phonetic approach to teaching reading has
bee#:intxfo4tieeil'_as well as courses based on a "systems" approach to be-

i objectives.
ve_approaches using sophisticated education technology are also being

veloped. One is a computes ised process whereby a map is designed of
ewaysi a student derives cognitive meaning from his environment and

peramial_, experience. Once it has been determined how he learns, it is
ekiterto design an individualised programme for him.

introduction of these programmes is indicative of a greater apprecia-
Oli of the complexities of the re-learning process. In this sense Canadian

40alt-basic education is becoming more effective. Modification to alleviate
obvious weaknesses and to accommodate changes within society are being

*ie and are likely to continue. A trend towards the integration of all
tirtkiis of education is clear and continuous learning patterns will eventually
:.-cleveloped in which the needs of the student, rather than those of the pro-

ginune will be the predominant concern.
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GORS, D.
Bildungsurlaub als Teilelement der Bildungsreform
Bildungspolitik, Dtisseldorf, No. 7/8, July/Aug. 1974, p. 153-165.

'Educational leave as an element in educational reform

Article giving the trade union view on the introduction of paid educational
leave: criteria for determining the aims, content and teaching methods
in relation to target groups.

For about 10 years the Confederation of Trade Unions (Deutscher Gewerk=
schaftsbund - DGB) has steadily pressed for the introduction of paid
educational leave for all workers. The principle is now widely accepted
in the Federal Republic of Germany, but this is not the case with the
means for carrying it into effect.

Aims of educational leave

Up to now, the object of further training (Weiterbildung) has been essen-
tially to give workers skills and knowledge of value to them in the produc-
tion process, while cue of the main functions of paid educational leave is
to redress inequalities of educational opportunity. To perform this
function, new institutions constituting a vast system of further training
are called for, within which the objectives, the content and the forms of
education would be determined in relation to the specific needs of the
groups concerned. In addition, educational leave must help to institution-
alise continuing education so that the worker's opportunities for further
training are not left to the goodwill of the employers.

The groups participating. It is essential to have operational criteria
for identifying participating groups before deciding programmes and
methods. When paid educational leave is introduced, priority must be
given to socially disadvantaged groups which hitherto have been under-
represented in further training programmes: unskilled and semi-skilled
industrial workers, women workers on the production line, clerical and
manual workers at the bottom of the hierarchical scale, etc. To form
homogeneous groups, the criteria should take account of: the situation
and conditions at work, the economic situation, the situation in the home
and in the family. Another group with an important role to play at the
outset would include all the persons responsible for informing their
colleagues about the possibilities of and the need to make use of

(cont'd)



ti leive. They should be specially trained for the purpose.

inkthe-content. This presents both a teaching and a political problem
iãd causes keen controversy For some, the content should be related to
theiieed of the individual, for others to the needs of society. The content
Ahiiiild"~ziOVbeidecided-uolely in terms of purely vocational training or edu-

Aiitjeniii-requireinents. It should be derived from the workers' ekterience
nd,froin clear objectives in three areas: cognitive, behavioural (for exam-
1e, -,deirelopinent of solidarity) and, to the extent necessary, psychomotor
01014, abilities, aptitutdes).

,Syn:Opsis of the contents of various paid educational leave projects formu-
Aited by the political parties in various states (Land)].
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DIBBERN, H., KAISER, F.J., KELL, A.
Berufswahlunterricht in der vorberuflichen Bildung
Bad Heilbrtum/OBB, Verlag Julius Klinkhardt, 1974, 158 p.

Career preparation as part of prevocational training

Experts' report vn problems of providing genuine "career preparation":
guidance and pre ,vocational training services; proposed matrix for con-
struction of an educational programme related to "career preparation";
concrete proposals.

This experts report was produced at the request of the Federal Institute
of Labour (Bundesanstalt filr Arbeit) in order to examine how co-operation
between the school and the vocational guidance services should be organi-
sed with regard to "career preparation" in the broadest sense of the
term.

The fundamental right of each individual to choose an occupation cannot
be effectively ensured without equality of access to the information re-
quired for an independent decision. At present, in the Federal Republic
of Germany, vocational guidance includes provisions for individual
guidance, which is within the exclusive competence of the Federal Insti-
tute of Labour and for prevocational education (Arbeitslehre) given during
the 9th school year. Some of these provisions should be integrated in a
comprehensive curriculum dealing with "career preparation" (Berufs-
wahlunterricht). It is essential for this purpose that close co-operation
be maintained between the Federal Institute of Labour and the school
system, following the principles outlined below.

Occupational information (Berufsaufklarung), currently the responsibility
of the Federal Institute should be integrated into a programme of "career
preparation" which would be the joint responsibility of vocational guidance
counsellors and teachers.

Traditional methods of occupational information, (school lectures,
parents' meetings, etc.) should be reinforced by public exhibitions and
the creation of occupational information centres (Berufsinfo"mationszen-
ter).
Prevocational instruction (including practice periods in industry) should
start from the 7th school year and continue beyond junior secondary
school. As far as possible it should observe the principle of differen-
tiation (combining obligatory and optional subjects). To be effective,

(cont'd)
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'esilabbiation between guidance services and the school must be based on
integrated structures and curricula within the framework of career prepa-
ration. The syllabi could be determined with the aid of a didactic matrix

=relating criteria for the planning of vocational streams and the
',kOecupatinnal fraine of reference (relating to widening fields of application:
':work post, occupation, occupational sector, etc.). Active teaching methods
(iih*d be used-as much as possible.

sAirictical proposals

A., Establishment within the Federal Institute of a "central working group"
(2entraler Arbeitskreis) responsible for information and for decision-

'.ritsking on instruction relating to "career preparation"; co-ordinating co-
fOPeration with other organs; formulating guidelines for establishing curri-
:ettlitm_components; ensuring pedagogic supervision of the production of
=teaching materials; evaluating pilot projects concerned with curriculum
content and with teaching material.

Establishment in each state (Land) of a working group to test a teaching
-Model relating to "career preparation", under the supervision of experts
in work study and economics.

--:-`The syllabi of training courses for vocational guidance counsellors and
leachers responsible for courses dealing with occupational choice will be
'..related to the objectives and components of such instruction. It will
._embody a group of subjects, related to technical fields and to the educa-

= Atonal sciences.
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Conseil national du Patronat frangais (CNPF)
La formation permanente

Paris, CNPF, Editions techniques patronales (ETP), 1974, 120 p.

eTransadon

Sublett analysis

Contents analysis

Continuing training

Book summarising the discussions which took place during two study days
on the problems for undertakings of applying the law on continuing training.

Study days were organised at Deauville on 20 and 21 November 1973 by
the National Council of French Employers (Conseil national du Patronat
frangais - CNPF) for the purpose of assessing the application of the 1971
law on continuing vocational training [cf. CIRF abstract No. 1/L 126,
Vol. 10]. They were attended by 600 representatives from mainly large,
undertakings and from employers' organisations and training associations.
Nine subjects were examined, in 28 committees. The book presents a
summary of their work.

Problems facing undertakings

1. The role of information in the undertaking. Any communication
system in industry should aim at counteracting the idea that the aims of
the undertaking and the interests of the employees are necessarily opposed
Training should be presented as a means of ensuring security and mobi-
lity of employment, but not necessarily leading to promotion.

2. Formulation of the training plan. This subject created the greatest
interest among participants. The following questions were discussed:
assessing training requirements and the procedure for formulating the
plan; choice of means and methods; financial elements. It was agreed
that a training plan should contain, as a general. rule: a statement setting
out the over-all objectives; a list of activities defining particular object-
ives and the means (internal or external), selected details of the antici-
pated results and the programme, the number of trainees and the training
time. [Examples of the formulation of training plans].

3. Consultation with the works council. This consultation, required by
legislative texts and regulations, presents certain problems: interpreta-
tion of the concept of "consultation", its scope, the conditions under which
it should take place and ways of overcoming the negative attitude of many
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councils; the conditions for a genuine co-operation. An effective dialogue
Presupposes, in particular, the organisation of systematic information cam-
*Os among the personnel, a clear definition of the aims of the undertalc-

information on the financial implications of the training plan and,
ip9ssibly, the assumption by the council of responsibility for part of the
teneral basic training.

Execution and results of the training plan. Five points were studied:
the training structures in the undertaking; training management systems;
Costs; evaluation of the results; the role of the managerial structure of
the undertaking and its relations with the training officer or training director.
The discussions confirmed that: vocational training continues to offer under-

,
taldngs opportunities to improve or radically modify their organisation; the
:law permits wide freedom, which should be conserved; management should
be involved at all levels in the organisation of training. In connection with

-;the management of training, it is desirable: to draw up a training plan, so
as to maintain cohesion between the development of the undertaking and its
employment requirements; to make a strict cost-analysis and to define

?okjectives with precision, so as to be in a position to evaluate the results;
--to organise a follow-up to the training.

Problems encountered by employers' organisations and training associations
associations de formation, ASFO)

Created by occupational and inter-occupational organisations, the role
the training association is to inform and interest heads of undertakings
to advise and assist them. The discussions covered the following aspe
(1) informing and interesting heads of undertakings (analysis of reasons
reserve, information activities, policies and methods of information, etc
(2) help and advice for undertakings (position and duties of advisers, role
of the management and of the adviser's collaborators in the undertaking);
(3) initiating training activities by the ASFO (characteristics, co-ordination
etc.); (4) relations with trade unions and other training agencies, manage-
ment, problems of allocating expenses and sub-contracts; (5) administra-
tion of the ASFO.

of
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RANKIN, J.R.
Behaviour modification theories applied to the training of production
workers
The Canadian Personnel and Industrial Relations Journal, Toronto,
Vol. 21. No. 5. Oct. 1974 D. 53-56.

Article on an experiment in using behavioural modification techniques
in training a new shift of production workers; design of training pro-
gramme; -results.

As a result of a decision to convert from two to three shift operations
a plant producing asphalt shingles decided to introduce a new training
programme based on behaviour modification techniques. The premise
behind behaviour modification is that positive reinforcement must be
provided to produce desired behaviour. Previously, when additional
shifts had been added, the experienced crews had been broken up, spread
evenly over all shifts and utilised as part of the training process. Under '-

such a system no shift was fully experienced. The result was low pro-
duction and high trainee turnover rates (sometimes :-.)%). To the exper-
ienced worker it had meant loss of production, more machine breakdowns
and increased pressure from supervisors. To the new worker there had
been no possibility to stop and deal with difficulties as they arose. Mis-
takes resulted in criticism by fellow workers and the supervisor with a
resultant loss of self esteem. The environment was certainly not con-
ducive to learning.

Design of the new training programme

The new programme attempted to develop rewards rather than punish-
ments for the three groups involved in the training: experienced workers,
trainees and supervisors. The traditional approach to mixing new and
experienced workers was abandoned. The third shift became a complete
new unit of inexperienced workers. The aim was to prevent loss of
production on the existing shifts and to prevent new workers being blamed
for production problems.

The training lasted two weeks and began with a meeting of new employees
and the person responsible for training. An explanation of company
policies, safety rules and an outline of the training programme was
followed by a tour of the plant during which new employees were able to
ask questions of other employees. The remainder of the first week was



Pige

ryinguPerations and following practical and theoretical instruc-
-- this period each trainee was given a detailed list of perform-, r,or

. r-
iiefiiiitiii4iiii. Each day the instructor marked up the objectives achieved.., .. .,
each trainee Emphasis was on accomplishment, not on areas of dila-

,:fireentid ilreek,-!.'eadhtrainee Wes assigned to an experienced operator
assist and ask questions. Periodically he was questioned by

412e:hiatritetnt-to determine his progress and additional on-the-job or class-
;irOont., triiningwia given if necessary.

Ute.41nd of 2-week training period, trainees were assigned to their
:'141:ineinberis of the new shift. Maximum supervisory assistance was

provided for When proliiems arose, the line was shut down
and the plant becaine a classroom. All the trainees gathered at the train-

lireiklhO problem was diagnosed and solved. The format= were given
Wob-Perforinance Report" forma for each of the new workers, which were
OMPleted,after.a_4-week period on the job. Results were discussed with

the an0 1PatructPr
the training programme

,Weekili after the training period, the new shift was producing at 79% of
istsixfaixfpradfiction, and after four weeks this figure rose to 96%. The

antreathed the highest production level ever obtained during the second
following the training. Labour turnover was reduced to two out of
n new employees.

Btrèg feeling of teamwork had developed among members of the new
there was a friendly feeling of competition among shifts and foremen

eported that they had enjoyed playing their role in the training of the new
4114111.
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STIEFEL, R.T.
Welche Bedfirtnisse haben die Teilnehmer von Management-Kursen?
Industrielle Organisation, Zurich, Vol. 43, No. 10, p. 443-447.

Determining the needs of participants in further training courses for
management staff.

Article on methods for adapting further training courses for manage-
ment staff to the needs of the individual.

Counts analysis

13
Feb. '75

It is possible when planning further training courses for management
staff to take account of individual needs, instead of offering the same
programme to everybody. Six principal methods exist for determining
these needs.

1. By means of a detailed list of the course objectives. The list must
first of all be discussed in detail with the participants to avoid misunder=
standings. Each individual is then invited to evaluate the objectives,
using a suitable measure, in relation to his own requirements at the
beginning of the course. This method produces a classification of
further training needs in order of importance.

2. By means of reciprocal interviews between participants. During
the interview, the participants are led to discover their further training
needs. They should be taught beforehand how to conduct an interview.

3. By means of a structural analysis of the participants' Jobs. The
participants are placed in a situation where they are led to analyse
critically their functions and role in the undertaking. For this purpose,
they require points of reference against which to examine their functions t
correctly. The analysis proceeds in predetermined stages, culminating

in a priority list of training needs for each person.

4. By means of an exercise to identify problems. At the beginning of
the seminar, each participant is required to indicate the problem in
connection with which he feels the greatest need for further training.
The problems are entered on filing cards which are displayed on the

walls. The effect is to motivate the participants, to give them confi-
dence and to release group dynamism. Each participant then receives
the complete list of problems, together with criteria enabling him to
evaluate the contribution made by the subjects studied at the seminar to

(contid)
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iLuticáê(the próbleths. The evaluations are discussed after studying
icubjct

First, each participant attempts person-
ltikidentify:hii-fOrther-training needs; then, by turns, the participants
Léitu 0641-10;*.e.di a list is then established and discussed by the group.

ëiiftinatic recording of critical incidents experienced

niethodsare differentiated by the degree of precision in the determina-
fuel*. training needs, by the amount of work and the time required.

r:Corameti,denominator is that they yield realistic data on which to plan
coarsen and give the participants a central role.
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HUTTNER, R.
Lehrlinge in die Vorbereitung des beruflichen Unterrichts einbeziehen
Berufsbildung, Berlin Vol. 28, No. 7/8, July/Aug. 1974, p. 356-358.

Involving apprentices in the preparation of their own vocational courses

Article describing a method for developing initiative and original thinking
among apprentices by involving them in the preparation of their on
courses.

One of the objectives of vocational training is to develop initiative and
original thinking. An effective means to this end is to involve trainees
in the preparation of their own courses. Tasks of increasing difficulty
can be progressively given to them by the teachers according to the levels
of complexity outlined below.

1. Essentially practical activities. Good trainees can: participate in
the setting up and trying out of experiments; prepare teaching material;
draw diagrams on the blackboard; prepare the parts and tools required
for practical instruction in the workshop, etc.

2. A trainee or small group is given responsibility for tasks of a more
theoretical nature. Preparation of a short talk relating to either theoreti-
cal or practical instruction; formulation of an operational plan for
carrying out a technical project; information meetings on the preparation
of case studies or business games; planning the sequence of operations
for the performance of given tasks. These activities develop business
acumen as well as the capacity for logical and technical thinking.

3. Execution of complex tasks under the supervision of teachers.
Preparation of lectures, reports on experiments, a description of a job
or of the undertaking, for presentation to the class; development and
construction of teaching materials; introduction of apprentices to a new
work post by apprentices who have successfully completed their training,
etc.
The introduction of these methods requires the teachers to plan carefully
the sequence of instruction given to a class, in order to determine which
tasks are to be given to individual trainess at a given point in time.
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ILLIGENS, G., ACHTEL, K.
Die Weiterbildung der Meister effectiv gestalten
Berufsbildung, Berlin, Vol. 28, No. 9, Sept. 1974, p. 398-400.

Towards the effective organisation of further training for foremen

Article on the results of an inquiry into the organisation of further
training for foremen: weaknesses and recommended practices.

An inquiry was carried out in several undertakings and corporations Into
the organisation of the further training of foremen (Meister), as laid doWii,'"

in the decree of 1 September 1973 on the initial and further training of
foremen [Verorcinung tiber die Aug- and Weiterbildung der Meister,
Gesetzblatt, Vol. 1, No. 33, 1973, p. 342-3441. Certain weaknesses
appeared: the aims of further training are not sufficiently precise in
terms of the objectives of different undertakings; insufficient attention hi'
paid, in the fixing of concrete objectives, to the demands of rational orgit"=-,

nisation of work and to the rationalisation and improvement of products;
some undertakings have not introduced a technological content into the
courses.
As a general rule, three criteria should be considered when determining'..
the content of further training courses for foremen: the demands of the
operation under consideration; the particular techniques and organisation
of the undertaking; the working experience of the persons concerned, in
particular their supervisory experience.

Certain forms of further training of foremen have proved their worth,
in particular the organisation of a "training day for foremen" (Tag des
Meisters). In most undertakings and corporations 80 hours are devoted
each year to the further training of foremen, and many undertakings have
recently raised the figure to 120 hours. In general, this time is divided
equally between training ..ourses and information sessions concerning
such questions as: safety and discipline in the undertaking, labour law,
women's work, organisation of production, competition and new develop-
ments, etc. The information sessions are given by the managers or
technical managers of undertakings, by trade union representatives, etc.

The attitude of foremen to further training depends on the methods adop-
ted and contacts with the teachers.

ad (cont'd)
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',One of the firms (Volkeingener Betrieb Eisen- and Mittenwerke Thalej,
expressed a preference for variety in teaching techniques, for

suasion of problems and for practical exercises. These views are re-
eeted Organisation of courses as follows: to prevent loss of time,

onthe subject of the courses are distributed to the parti-
tit;. the teaching personnel establish contact before the beginning of the

documents are distributed to enable participants to read up on
Iiiikpfects beforehand. At the end of the course, they have an opportunity to
g give their opinion on course content, methods and organisation and to analyse
their own results.
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BAKER, G. E .
A preliminary investigation of teacher and student attitudes towards voca-
tional education
Journal of Industrial Teacher Education, Lafayette, Ind. , Vol. 11, No. 4,
1974, p. 19-31.

Article on research carried out to assess teacher and student attitudes
towards vocational preparation in secondary schools; method; findings;
conclusion.

13
Feb. 75
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A study has been carried out to assess teacher and student attitudes to-
wards vocational education at secondary school level. Three factors
were considered for investigation: (1) degree of favour with which
students regard vocational programmes; (2) comparison between the
status of vocational streams with academic streams; and (3) regard for
work values.

A list of 22 statements was compiled and presented to a panel of five
vocational teachers for comment. The panel revised, deleted and added
statements arriving at unanimous acceptance of 27 statements related to
the three factors being investigated. These 27 statements were then re-
assessed ("agree" or "disagree") by a further 40 vocational teachers.
The items to which the teacher group exhibited neutrality were deleted.
A final scale consisting of 20 statements was derived and divided into
three groups relative to the three factors.

The scale was then administered to students in vocational classes in 7
different schools, including three rural and four metropolitan schools.
A total of 334 students, following a variety of vocational courses, were
polled. The responses of the students were classified on the basis of
race and geographic location. Attitudes of 77 minority students (Blacks,
Mexican-Americans, Indians) in urban areas, 199 white urban students
and 58 white students from rural areas were compared with a control
group. Responses were anonymous. The data from the teacher group
became a basis for comparison in the analysis of student reactions.

The mean scores were examined to ascertain whether the reaction to
each statement was favourable or unfavourable. This polarity indicated
by mean scores was further examined for each of the three groups of
statements. The scale used allowed a range of values front 1 to 5, with
the value of 3 being a midpoint or neutral position. An analysis of

(cont'd)
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iance was performed for each of the 20 statements on the scale with
S'Ss the level of significance.

teachers and students exhibited scores indicative of a favourable
iiii4Ceational education.

lthough the scores indicated favourable attitudes by both teachers and
-towards vocational education there was an indication of a persistent

ue,Placed upon academic preparation as being probably the best.

No group displayed unfavourable attitudes towards work. Although
extrinsic factors such as pay and advancement were considered important,
they were perhaps no more important than the intrinsic factors comprising
meaningful work. However, minority groups, which were probably less
iffluent placed a greater importance on pay than did other groups. The

,teacher-group attitudes exhibited lack of concern about the importance of
ik advancement and in this respect differed from the attitudes shown by

students.

Generally, the analyses of the data indicated that all students groups held
Vocational education in high regard. However, comparison between voca-,,
,tiOnal and academic education revealed a continued preference for the

Some indications suggest that the teachers themselves may put a
:higher value on academic rather than vocational preparation. Whether
'apse preferences towards college preparation are increasing or diminishing
ciS;now known.

'Several-factors limited the scope of this study and further investigation is
-,needed to understand how and where such attitudes are formed. This
knowledge is vital to the widespread acceptance of vocational programmes.
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MORANO, R.A.
A new concept in personnel development and employee relations

Personnel Journal, Swarthmore, Pa., Vol. 53, No. 8, Aug. 1974,
p. 606-611.

analysis Article on a new approach to personnel development: existing personnel
practices, need for an improved "match" between occupations and indi-
viduals; the implications of a "value profile".

s,Contents analysis

13
-Feb. 74

IUD 214

Personnel development is more than a simple training function. It invol-
ves selection, career guidance, training and continuing education aimed
at optimising the utilisation of talent within an organisation. There
must not only be a diagnosis of the individuals and the organisational
system, so as to match individuals to occupations, but also a blueprint
of upward or lateral career mobility.

Jobs themselves have certain characteristics that require an accurate
match with an individual's abilities, needs and interests. Job analysis,
specifying requirements for entry into specific jobs is the main tool used
to achieve this initial match. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles
(DOT) Icf. CIRF abstract No, 12/B 25490, Vol. 7] published by the
United States Employment Service (USES) has classified thousands of
occupations in terms of training requirements. The DOT includes not
only aptitude and skill requirements for the job, but also requirements
relating to temperament and interests.

All too often, however, evaluation of job/man relationships ignores
"personal values" in relation to job specifications. Job analysis gives
job specifications in terms of abilities, aptitudes, and educational re-
quirements. It is equally important that an individual's values must be
in line with those of the job. Otherwise, the likelihood of an individual
1,ecoming dissatisfied with a job is greatly increased. The use of a
"value profile" should therefore supplement existing systems.

A method using "expressed values" could be implemented by requesting
the supervisors and subordinates for a given job or job family to define
a "value profile" for the job. This means that each job would be allo-
cated a scale of values, just as each job should have a list of aptitudes
and skill requirements. The valueF revealed for each job would have
validity in the sense that they were generated by a meaningful sample of

8A
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rvisors and subordinates who do the job. For example, an agreed
ue scale for an engineer might include achievement, problem solving and

tellectual stimulation.

With a,"value profile", an individual can express his values in the employ-
interview, and then decide whether his own values are in line with

iisse revealed for the job. A value profile, therefore, supplements the
information already available about people and jobs so that managers and

liersamel specialists can be equipped with another tool to improve their
-chances of making successful placement decisions.

There is nothing new about such an approach. Value inventories have been
',Used for a long time for personnel assessment and educational choicc. So
jar, however, they have not been used systematically to align the expressed
ialues of an individual with the value system of the occupation. Used in
thia way, they should increase the likelihood of individuals making a mean-

ingful contribution to the organisation for which they work.
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HODAKOV, A . I.
PedagogiZeskie problemy stanovlenija li6nosti molodogo raboUgo
Sovetskaja Pedagogika, Moskva, Vol. 34, No. 9, Sept. 1974, p. 68-75.

Translation Pedagogical problems connected with the personality of the young worker

Seblect analysis Article on research on the adaptability of young persons to working life
and on the educational tasks of the supervisor.

Conunts analysis The Research Institute for Adult General Education of the USSR Academy
of Educational Science (Nat6no-issledovatel'skij institut ofigego obrazo-
vanija vzroslyh APN SSSR) ascertained that 75% of the floating workforce
in Leningrad and its neighbourhood was made up of young workers who
had entered employment not more than 3 years before. Appropriate
teaching methods should be formulated to awaken in yo;ng workers a
consciousness of their new obligations.

The Institute carried out a sample survey in 6 Leningrad undertakings,
covering 700 young workers of whom 50 were pupils in the final year of
vocational school and were undergoing in-plant "production practice".

A The research comprised: observation for one year of the behaviour of
a group of newly recruited young workers, discussions with young work-

* ers already having some experience of work in an undertaking, examina-
tion of data published in educational journals during 1971-73 on the
adaptability of young people to work, organisation of a seminar for super-
visors on the problems of applying teaching methods under production
conditions, analysis using sampling techniques of the educational activi-
ties of undertakings.

Main results
0

1. As a rule, the forging of links between the urfkrtr.'-:!.:; 9 .nd young
people begins before they join Cie workforce, indeed from the moment

o when tneir empkyLlei t is perceived as an imminent event.
Such young people. as well as those who have been at work for 2 or 3

o months, are generally characterised by the high esteem they have for
their own work ^kills and for the social value of work in general, and
they willingly recognise the autnot;i1 of other workers. However, the
inquiry showed this attitude to be short-lived.

13
Feb. 75
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..,)During this initial period of adaptation (2 to 3 months) the supervisor's
`` educative task is not simply to familiarise the newcomer with the workplace

and the community which he is joining, or to introduce him to his older
workmates; it is also to make a psycho-pedagogical diagnosis of his per-

;,sonality. To do so, the supervisor must gather information on the young
;';worker's family and previous studies, discover his aspirations and the

motives which led him to take up work in manufacturing industry.

2. The second and most complex period of adaptation generally ends with
the completion of the first year of employment. During this period, the
young worker is normally prey to internal conflicts, caused by the contra-
dictions between the demands of working life and his own concept of that
life, his desires and ambitions. It is at this time that he acquires a criti-
cal attitude towards his role in society as a worker and towards the social
opportunities that role; implies. The greatest dissatisfaction on this last
point is felt by the group having received a general secondary education.
During this difficult period of adaptation, the supervisor's interventions
are frequent. By his educative activities, addressed individually to the
young worker (on the basis of the previously made diagnosis) he can give
the latter the necessary impulse to acquire a stronger personality and in-
crease his understanding of the inherent social worth of his role as a worker.
The supervisor's chief task is to accelerate the process, which is generally
much too slow, of integrating the young worker into the working environment.
It is strongly recommended that an experienced worker should be involved
in this activity.

3. The third stage, usually 2 years, is the time when the young worker
acquires a more thoughtful attitude to his occupation and becomes more
aware of the importance of his c_mtribution in the world of work as a whole.
Through thia same process, he becomes fully conscious of his zocial role
as a worker. The number of workers who still regard employment in the
manufacturing industry as a temporary phase was found to be 46% among
those who had worked 3 years. During this stage, the supervisor-educator
must encourage the } oung worker to perform more difficult tasks, to assi-
milate new techniques, to cultivate an interest in technical innovation and
also to take part in the social activities of the undertaking.
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FAST, Dorothy
A new approach to quantifying programme effectiveness

Training and Development Journal, Madison, Wisc., Vol. 28, No. 9,
Sept. 1974, p. 8-14.

Article on a new type of evaluation form which attempts to measure the
success cf a course in terms of participants' personal goals.

Realistic evaluation of training programmes is a problem which plagues
training authorities. In most training programmes standard evaluation
forms allow the participant to rate the course but not generally in precise
terms. Words like "yes", "no", "excellent" and "satisfactory" do not
convey very much. At best a standard evaluation form, completed in
such terms, may reflect the general strengths and weaknesses of a pro-
gramme. However, it provides little guidance in determining what steps
should be taken to improve the programme.

Far too often, training directors design courses in relation to what they
"believe" to be participants' needs. Only when an accurate method is
devised for determining how well participants' needs actually are being
met can a programme be adjusted, refined and improved. Crucial,
therefore, to any refinement process is a method for "measuring" the
extent to which participants achieve their own personal objectives.

This would mean an evaluation process in terms of objectives selected
by the participant. It would be based on the following two assumptions:
(1) non-observable behaviour can be measured but it must be measured
by the participant, not only by a performance test; and (2) desired be-
haviour, both observable and non-observable, is subject to varying
degrees of achievement and should be quantified by the participant in
terms of degree rather than by absolute performance.

A Canadian insurance company has carried out experimental evaluation
programmes along these lines. The evaluation form lists the objectives
ofthe course but the participant is asked to place a check mark against
only those objectives which are important to him and to indicate their
relative importance on a numerical rating scale. This he does at the

42
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session. At the end of the course the participants are asked to indi-
, on the same form, the degree to which each objective was achieved.

`1:=.:This numerical evaluation form does not replace the written evaluation
.10krii, but supplements it. A written form is also distributed at the end
oCthe course and enables participants to convey certain impressions not
-rOvided for on a quantitative form.

far, on the basis of 19 training programmes in which 305 men and women
have participated, the combination of the written and numerical evaluation

T.,iorms has worked well. In deciding the relative importance of each objec-
. on the numerical form, the participant is able to clarify personal out-
:domes. He can then assess during the course the extent to which a particu-
lar session is fulfilling his particular personal objectives. At the end of
the course, despite subjective factors such as the influence of other parti-
-Cipants and the performance of the instructor, he is asked once again to
consider the curse in terms of his original personal objectives.

'Furthermore, because the importance of objectives is weighted numerically
-the instructor is provided with a quick overview of the needs of a particular
class before the programme begins. The form can also be useful to the
trainer, particularly in a large organisation, as a simple instrument for
monitoring various programmes. Course objectives that consistently score
low in points can be minimised, and course content revised accordingly.
Objectives that score high in importance can be emphasised.

The new form is not the complete answer to reliable evaluation. It does
however provide a new tool for measuring and improving training perform-
ance.

41
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L'entree des jeunes dans Pentreprise Mille et un jeunes dans I'entre-
prise i1 Roubaix-Tourcoing
Informations SIDA, Paris, supplement No. 243/244, July-August 1974,
p. 2-11.

:.fratesiesionte Entry of young persons into employment - a thousand and one young people
in undertakings in Roubaix-Tourcoing

'Subject analysis
Report on the initial findings of a survey on the relation between level of
training, the search for the first job, job satisfaction: methods, results.

Con analysts Two inquiries were conducted in the Roubaix-Tourcoing region in 1972
and 1973 by means of oral and written questions. 1,001 young persons
were covered: 485 stall studying or in search of employment; 516 in
employment or seeking their first job. The completed questionnaires
were used to extract a random sample of 650 young persons - 51.7% boys
and 48.3% girls (corresponding to the 1968 census returns), average age
18 to 20 years. An analysis of the replies yielded the results summari-
sed below, which are subject to verification.

Occupational preferences, where expressw, were divided roughly equally
between industry, commerce, services7tivl the public sector. Most of
the young persons were without clear ideas. 80% had voluntarily inter-
rupted their training, 17% had been obliged to do so. About 44% had not
gone beyond compulsory schooling. More than half had started looking
for employment with no occupational preparation at all; 45% had some
vocational qualifications. The age at which studies ended was related to
social origin.

The search for employment was done through: individual initiative, 34%;
personal contacts, 25%; local employment agency, 16%; press advertise-
ments, 14%; the school, 9%. The difference between boys and girls was
negligible. The chief obstacles were: lack of qualifications and training,
21%; insufficient remuneration, 23%; no demand, 35%. Despite these
difficulties 69% had found work within 2 months. The fact of having had
some basic training does not appear to have had a decisive effect. Hol-
ders of a general education secondary school certificate seem to have had
the most difficulty.

The level of employment obtained depended closely, in the industrial
sector, on the level and type of education and training. This relation-
ship was less significant for white-collar workers.

13
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liZeltentirthree per cent in all said they were satisfied with their first job;
ihiificlsded 48% of the boys without certificates and 78% of the girls.
'The chief reasons for dissatisfaction emerging from a separate study based
c300:006lications for unemployment benefit, were insufficient remunera-

41?-bOya 30%, girls 9%; the work and the working environment - boys
desire for promotion - boys 14%, girls 9%. Of the girls,

j25% gave family reasons.

Survey of 31 young workers who had resigned from their last job
among other things that: half had received little or no training;

IiiOtti any had gone beyond compulsory schooling; 6 had had four or more
--770,bi, 5 three jobs and 13 two jobs, while 26 expressed a preference for a
-3;41We job in the same undertaking. Pay was the chief factor in judging a
1-0. Before starting work more than half the young persons had wanted to

-:-Obtain employment in some other locality, this desire being particularly
-1S4-rong among the best qualified. After starting work, about one-third had
rriii fact sought employment elsewhere.
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Manpower Planning Unit, University of Warwick
Manpower forecasting for the engineering industry
Watford, Engineering Industry Training Board, 1974: Occasional paper
No. 4, 62 p.

Paper describing research to develop new techniques for manpower fore-
casting in the engineering industry: empirical analysis (output and
employment; occupational structure; labour hoarding and supply);
theoretical deductions; appendices; bibliography.

Contents analysts

13
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[Since 1970 the Manpower Planning Unit at the University of Warwick has
been financed by the Engineering Industry Training Board (EITB) to under-
take research into manpower forecasting. This Unit, set up for a period
of five years, was given the brief of exploring the whole problem of man-
power forecasting for the engineering industry. The aim was to develop
methods of forecasting which could guide the Board in its policies. The
research breaks new ground in so far as it covers all occupations rather
than concentrating on total employment or specific key occupations. Thiis
paper describes the background to the work of the Unit and some of its
preliminary results].
The Unit is not concerned with output but has concentrated on how trends
in output translate into demands for labour at different skill levels. 'This,
strategy was a conscious choice in that output trends in engineering are
already well documented at national level. What is less clear are the
manpower implications of such trends.

While the issues are difficult, it is abundantly clear that it is important
to develop forecasts of the future manpower position in industry. Em-
ployment of labour of a particular skill is the sum total of the employ-
ment of that skill in each branch of till engineering industry. If recruit-
ment and training are to be rationally based then it is essential to fore-
cast skill employment patterns throughout the industry.

In traditional economic theories, manpower policy is at best an adjunct
to the main allocative mechanism at work in employment markets,
namely wages. In this approach, the demand for different types of
labour at different wage-rates is influenced by the possibility of substi-
tution between them at the margin and by the possibility of substituting
between other factors of production - capital or land - for labingthat
becomes relatively expensive.

(contrd)



re are serious restrictions to this approach. Any industrial sector
es & complex set of relationships and reality may differ fundament -

the assumptions made. Experience in the engineering industry
cisi considerable doubt on the usefulness of "mechanistic" manpower

: .*:modeIs.when-forecasting labour requirements in detail.

'search carried out so far passes through the stages of describing the
or changes which have taken place, to defining the relevant economic

:,,-2.tionships'which.deterinine the observed changes, and finally to estima-
iingthe relative importance of these different determinants of behaviour.

1_,..-4:7-tIlioretical model has been established based on a system of production
filitionahips. The model is primarily intended for investigating short and

imedium-term production and employment phenomena. Periods of up to
give years are, in practice, the most relevant planning horizons for "active
manpower planning", which is the primary concern of the EITB.

fn particular, the proposed model moves away from assuming the existence
eflan unchanging relattor.ship b.stween inputs(fixed-coefficient theory of
production) which is traditionally associated with the manpower requirements

-,,' approach. In addition, the relative prices of inputs play a key role in de-
ttterminiqg the technologies chosen and, althaugil the model is demand -

r--:;oriented, supply features also play a role. Finally, rate-of-return comps-
can be made which should enable the optimal level and type of educa-

tiOn and training to be found for each skill group.

model should prove a useful tool in countries where there is a solid data
i,1?eise in the engineering industry. The forecasts can be made contingent on
output growth, investment behaviour and the supplies of various factors of
production. The framework on which the model is built is ideal for carry-
ing %;..!t simulation experiments. Approaching the problem of forecasting in
.this way should make it possible to check and evaluate the forecasts when
actual employment levels for predicted years become observable. To date,
it has generally been impossible to evaluate past forecasts.

page 2
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SORKIN, A. L. ,
Education, unemployment and economic growth
Lexington, Mass., Toronto, London, D.C. Heath and Co.: Lexington
Books, 1974, 136 p.

Book on manpower economics: anatomy of employment and unemployment;
job structures; postwar unemployment; interrelationships between un-
employment, economic growth and poverty; manpower programmes;
employment projections.

[This hook discusses manpower economics in a non-technical manner.
It is intended for those who must make decisions based on a prior under-
standing of labour market dynamics and current manpower development
programmes in the USA].

Labour statistics are a vital tool of government. They serve as guides
to public policy in the development of measures to strengthen the economy
and to provide assistance to those who are unemployed. A study of US
statistics over the past 25 years reveals major changes in the labour
force. Government and service industry jobs have increased while those
in manufacturing, mining, transportation, public utilities and agriculture
have fallen. The percentage of unskilled workers has also fallen. Par-
ticipation rates also show a changed pattern; male participation rates
have declined while those of women - especially married women - have
increased. There is also a decline in the participation rates of less
educated workers due to a lack of employment opportunities for workers
with little education. Black unemployment rates have been approximately
double those of whites.

Although it is important to know the trend and magnitude of the total level
of unemployment, it is also necessary for political purposes to examine
variations in its composition. What groups of workers are most likely
to be jobless? Are they concentrated in certain industries, occupations
or geographical q? Are they primarily the less-educated or the
more highly skille iow long have they been out of work?

npwers to these quest.ms are crucial in the formulation of a coherent
manpower policy. More an in-depth study of sector unemployment
rates is essential to formula,.....g appropriate manpower strategies aimed
at reducing the incidence of joblessness among those subgroups of the
population in which this problem is mc't severe.

(cont1/41)
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é there was no general tendency for structural unemployment to worsen
postwar period several sectors of the work force did experience

;sharply higher relatiVe unemployment rates. During the 1960's a massive
`Federal 'Manpower Programme was initiated. It provided training for the

stechnologically displaCed; public employment for youth, the aged and those-..
on,welfare; subsidies to private employers to hire, train and employ disad-

'biked workers; residential vocational education for teenagers; basic
'cation for adults, as well as other services. These programmes have

;generally not lived up to the expectations of their initial proponents. High
-out rates and the inability to place graduates in good jobs seem to be

ikeinle and not the exception. However, since many of these programmes
save made a serious effort to reach extremely disadvantaged young people,
sir poor performance, in terms of assessment criteria, should be con-

''14idered in this light [cf. CHIT' abstracts Nos. 2/B 49820, 2/B 51609,
711 52060, 2/B 56274, Vol. 12].

Manpower projections will continue to be used by business and Government
44.
to forecast changing manpower needs as well as to pinpoint shortages and
'surpluses. They assume a large degree of stability in the general social .

:=and economic climate. Unfortunately this is not always the case. In
';addition, analysis of data is open to conflicting interpretation.

Three of the more pertinent factors to be considered are demographic shifts
in the population as a whole and changes in both technology and social condi-
tions. With respect to technology, economists differ widely in their assess-.
*lent of future changes. Some see a fairly stable position while others
foresee mass unemployment unless our present institutions and attitudes
concerned with employment are drastically modified. While some improve-
ments may be expected in the field of manpower projections, it would be
unrealistic to assume that any forecasting procedure can ever be developed
that would enable labour force movements to be accurately predicted.

49
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KUPRIJANOVA, Z . V.
Izmenenija v teku&sti rabo'6ej sily v stroit-Tnyh organizacijah
Izvestija Sibirskogo Otdelenija Akademii Nauk SSSR, Novosibirsk,
Series 2, No. 6, 1974, p. 54-56

Translation

F"
Causes of labour turnover in the construction industry

Sebliect analysis
Article giving the results of a comparison between two inquiries (1965 and
1971) on the motives for labour turnover in building enterprises in western
Siberia.

`Centeno analysts

IL0,17.1

The results of an inquiry into labour turnover conducted in 1971 among
building workers in Novosibirsk were compared with those of a similar
inquiry in 1965. The exercise brought out the following points.

1. Earnings

Between 1965 and 1971, there was a reduction in the number c..f workers
leaving because of unsatisfactory earnings (in fact, average wages rose
during the period). None-the-less, this remains one of the principal
motives for leaving.

A more searching inquiry was conducted among workers who had given
this reason (11.7% in 1971). It wo.° revealed that 45% of them considered
their earnings unsatisfactory only because the basic rate was too low
and the production standards set were too high. Similarly, 45% blamed
the inefficient organisation of both the work and production, criticising,
above all, the poor use being made of their skills since the work bore
no relation either to the occupation for which they had been trained or to
their level of qualification.

2. Working relationships

The numbers leaving because of unsatisf4 'ory human relations, on the
other hand, increased during the period. Shortcomings of foremen and
administrative personnel are tolerated less and less by today's workmen.
The survey indicated a constantly increasing number of abrupt departures
following differences at work.

3. Housing problems

There was no significant change bets Jen 1965 and 1971 in the numbers
leaving for such reasons as difficulty in obtaining accommodation, over-
long journey to work, change of residence. However, this is a complex

ont'd)
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r, very often concealing other reasons. In 1971, 24% gave this reason
for.leavIng. Of that total, 38% said they had changed their place of resi-
elernce,forieemily reasons, 31% said they had to go to live with their parents,
Wdia liked living in the particular town. Yet to the question, "What do

expect from your new place of work?" one worker in 5 replied that he
`Wanted:a-job corresponding to his qualifications, or a change of occupation,
'*better conditions of work and organisation.

point of fact, change of residence is given as the reason for leaving when
worker prefers not to state the true motive. It would seem doubtful,

,,:therefore, that change of residence should be regarded as one of the princi-,.
causes of labour turnover.

; Differences between men and women

;Among men, departures because the job did not correspond to the worker's
,;;qualifications more than doubled between 1965 and 1971, while those caused
iliyhad working relationships nearly tripled.

Among women, departures caused by dissatisfaction with their working
,!..relationships showed by far the biggest increase.
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DYK, Irene J.
Arbeitsmarktpolitik - BerufsmobilitNt and Berufseinstellung mannlicher
Arbeitnehmer
Linz Oesterreichisches Institut filr Arbeitsmarktpolitik, 1973, 159 p.

Employment policy; mobility and entry of workers into employment

Book describing a study of factors influencing occupational mobility;
hypotheses; research methods; results; conclusions and suggestions
for research.

I=Contonts analysis

13
Feb. 75

The aims of the study were (1) to check certain hypotheses central to the
theory of the mobility of labour; (2) to delineate, on the basis of the data
obtained, the basic criteria for a classification of career development.
The inquiry was conducted in 1970 by interviews in 3 undertakings in Linz,
two of them industrial and one a bank, covering respectively 280, 667 and
192 persons.

The principal hypotheses dealt with (1) entry into working life; (2) career
development; (3) current job situation; attitude to the job and the occupa-
tion as well as to promotion and further training. The variables were:
(a) personal factors; (b) environmental factors (social and regional
origins, etc.); (c) the time factor.

Principal conclusions

1. The vocational guidance institutions often act too late to be effective.
The educational system provides neither information about working life
nor adequate training, and as a consequence the influence of unqualified
persons and groups often predominates. The personal guidance interviews, .
infrequent or too short and coming at the end of compulsory schooling,
are powerless to change stereotyped impressions or to lead to an hide-
pendent and worthwhile decision. Close co-operation between the school,
employment services and undertakings is essential. Periods of practical
training in undertakings must be organised during polytechnical education,
particularly for pupils coming to the end of coming to the end of compul-
sory schooling. Parents must be associated with the work of the voca-
tional guidance and information services.

2. To remedy the lack of information, the administrative services con-
cerned with employment questions should work out, in collaboration with
undertakings, models of career structures indicating the opportunities

(cont'd)



or occupational mobility. Workers should be fully informed of the opportu-
ties available to them under labour and social legislation.

The competent personnel services and institutions should provide work-
:. era with adequate information on their actual possibilities for mobility and
vromotion and on the means available. The employment services should
help workers to relate aspirations to individual potential.

Further research should be undertaken, in particular -

(1) to devise reliable criteria for studyuig the present motivational pattern
s\;tLef occupational choice and its evolution;

:4(2) to improve the comparability of the results of reenarch; to give more
2Weight in analysis to the "employment market" factor and individual factors
.specific to the undertakings; to identify the relationship between a worker's
qualifications and his actual employment opportunities in order to weight the
phenomena of mobility;

A3) to examine the links between attitudes to further training, the courses
available and the assessment subjective and objective - of chances of

I- promotion.
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Projektgruppe Arbeitslehre Marburce/Lahn
Arbeitslehre: gesellschaftliche Funktion und Didaktik
Marburg, Druck- und Verlagsanstalt, 1973, 311 p.

:Trews lotion
Prevocational education: social and pedagogical function

:i4loct analyst,
Research report on the social role of prevocational education in the
capitalist system of production: stages of the research; relationship
between changing skills and the job description and between education
and production; prevocational education in the educational strategy of
employers and in the discussicn con:_erning education.

Contents analysis.

13
Feb. 75

The research was undertaken at the request of the Teachers' and Res-
earch'Officials Union (Gewerkschaft Erziehung und Wissenschaft - GEW).
It took place between May 1972 and July 1973. Progress reports were
published at intervals. The results were discussed in depth at a semi-
nar in June 1973 in which teachers, students and specialists in teaching
methods took part. The research group's mandate was to study "pre-
vocational education" (Arbeitslehrej with a view to analysing the teaching
methods at present used in prevocational education (cf. abstracts Nos.
5/B 41858, Vol. 10 and 2/B 58027, Vol. 131 in relation to its social
function; examining how such education can give young people the attitudes
and rudimentary skills necessary to achieve a greater degree of indepen-
dence during training and working life, to work in a community and to
develop a sensc of solidarity.

Because of the brevity of the research, proposals regarding areas to be
included in prevocational education were limited to the production pro-
cess. The following questions were studied: the role of polytechnical
education; scientific and technical progress; the relationship between
the technical structure of the productive process and the evolution of
corresponding skill structures; the extent to which "extra" skills above
the needs of the job can contribute to improving wages and job security,
determination of the technical content of prevocational education.

Main conclusions

Change in technical equipment and hence in the organisation of work, Is
not seat- governing. Any such change depends on the decisions of em-
ployers whose aim is production at lowest cost. As a consequence,
skills are kept at the lowest possible level as long as such a policy does
not mitigate against production objectives. Thus technical progress
obliges workers to acquire not so much new skills as certain mental

(cont'd) :)4
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qualities, like "aptitude for chaz.ge" and "sense of responsibility", which
icilitate rapid adaption without creating manpower problems.

or the employers, the role of prevocational education is to prepare the
'worker to adapt to changes in production techniques, not by providing tech-
nical knowledge and skills which strengthen his mastery of the production
process, but by developing attitudes which enhance his adaptability.

The general nature of abilities developer at school, assured by its ccmplete
isolation from the production process, is calculated to assure the adaptabi-
lity of individual work potential to the over-all needs of particular employers.
In these circumstances it is unrealistic to expect that school-based prevoca-
tional education will impart vocational skills and knowledge in the sense of
basic vocational training. To offset these limitations, prevocational edu-
cation must give the future worker skills which will equip him to analyse
and modify his conditions of work.

Principal problem areas to include in prevocational education

1. The situation before entry into employment: vocational guidance and
employment market systems.

2. History of the production process: this should make workers conscious
of the fact that social wealth (including the means of production) is the
product of their labour; the transition from hand production to large-scale
industry and the origins of wage-labour.

3. Study of the production process: knowledge of the technical, economic
and political factors which make up the work situation; this part of the
prevocational education should give the future worker supplementary skills
and knowledge to perceive production techniques as expressions of social
relationships and to understand that the present division of labour is not
the result of immutable law but can be changed.

(The article ends by propocing subjects for inclusion in prevocational edu-
cation, although this was not included in the research project] .
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ILO functions in vocational training
L'OIT at la formation professionnelle

Doctuniontation

Standards
Norms

Co- operation
Coopfration

Information

The International Labour Office collects information and
undertakes research on training policies and practices in all
fields of economic activity.

Le Bureau international du Travail rassemble les informations
et entreprend des recherches sur les politiques et les pratiques
en matiare de formation, dans sous les secteurs de l'activite
economique.

The International Labour Conference has established inter-
national standards concerning the organisation and methods
of training.

La Conference intemationale du Travail a elabore des normes
intemationales ccncernant (organisation et les methodes de la
formation.

The International Labour Office is involved in technical co-
operation in some 80 countries through more than 500 experts
in vocational training and management development.

Le Bureau international du Travail participe a la cooperation
technique dans quelque 80 pays par faction de plus de
500 experts en formation professionnelle et en perfectionne-
ment des cadres.

The International Labour Office provides a continuing infor-
mation service through research reports and periodical
publications.

Le Bureau international du Travail fournit un service d'infor-
mation continue par IT voie de rapports de recherche et de
publications periodiques.
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